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The Love Inspiration Ascension Pathway
Phase I : Steps 1 - 7

Steps

Consciousness
Level

Ebooks

Link

Phase I
The Unified Pathway To Light

Step 1 - The
Ascension Pathway

Moving towards
The New Love
Consciousness

Ebooks
1-8
(TUPTL = 9
ebooks,
PTL = 8
ebooks)

• The Unified Pathway To Light: Volumes 1-4
+ Master [Ebooks 1U, 2U, 3U, 4U, 4.1U]
• The Unified Pathway To Transcending The
Light: Volumes 1-4 [Ebooks 5U, 6U, 7U, 8U]

Pathway To Light
• Pathway To Light [Ebooks 1P - 8P]

Step 2 - The
Ascended Pathway

The New Love
Consciousness &
The New Truth
Consciousness

Step 3 - The Crystal
Pathway

The New Crystal
Consciousness

Step 4 - The
Diamond Pathway

The New Diamond
Consciousness

Step 5 - The
Emerald Pathway

The New Emerald
Consciousness

Step 6 - The
Golden-White Light
Pathway

The New Golden
Consciousness &
The New White Light
Consciousness

Step 7 - The Grand
Ascension Pathway

The Grand New Golden
Consciousness

Ebooks
9 - 18
(10 ebooks)

Ebooks
19 - 28

TUPTL

PTL

• Blue Light: Volumes 1-5
[Ebooks 9 - 13]
• Ascended Pathway
[Ebooks 14 - 18]

Step 2

• A Crystal Ascension: Volumes I-X

Step 3

• A Diamond Ascension: Volumes 1-8

Step 4

• The Emerald Awakening: Suites 1-4

Step 5

• Golden Divinity: Volumes 1-3
[Ebooks 42 - 44]
• White Light Wisdom: Volumes 4-8
[Ebooks 45 - 49]

Step 6

• The Grand New Golden Journey:
Volumes 1&2 [Ebooks 50 - 51]
• The Grand New Silver Journey:
Volumes 3&4 [Ebooks 52 & 53]
• The Grand New White-Wisdom Journey:
Volumes 5-7 [Ebooks 54-56]

Step 7

(10 ebooks)

Ebooks
29 - 36
(8 ebooks)

Ebooks
37 - 41
(5 ebooks)

Ebooks
42 - 49
(8 ebooks)

Ebooks
50 - 56
(7 ebooks)

Welcome to Phase II and The Maitri Levels of Consciousness!
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Prerequisites For This Ebook

Welcome!
Please ensure that before you begin A Crystal Ascension VII you:
1) Have completed ‘A Crystal Ascension VI’ - The Violet Expansion.
2) Have allowed yourself the required timeframe of 4 weeks from the completion of A Crystal
Ascension VI.
3) Have activated (unlocked) the ‘A Crystal Ascension VII’ energies using the activation code &
instructions on the next page.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.
With love, we wish you well on your Crystal Ascension VII journey!

Helpful Resources For This Ebook

Sign up for free monthly Ascension Healing (sent on the 11th of the month)
Sign up for free monthly Di-Ascension Healing (sent on the 21st of the month)
Join the Love Inspiration Community Facebook Group
Download the Love Inspiration Handbook as an accompaniment to this ebook
Download the Ascension Pathway Insights ebook as an accompaniment to this ebook
Visit our Free Music & Relaxation webpage
Accelerate Your Ascension Pathway
Sign up for an Ascension Healing Booster
Find out how you can help
Read our Disclaimer and Copyright Information

IV
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Accelerate your Ascension Pathway!
This ebook can be accelerated in one of three ways:
1). By Receiving Ascension Healing Boosters (AHBs):
As a very precious gi from Higher Consciousness, a er you have received your
h
Ascension Healing Booster III, you attain the ability to skip two of the following ebooks
from Step 3 - The Crystal Pathway: Volume 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9.
For more information about Ascension Healing Boosters, please lovingly visit the main
Ascension Healing Booster webpage.

2). By Fast-Tracking Through an A.E.I. Retreat:
We are truly delighted to share here that should you wish to, this ebook is one which can
be fast-tracked through an A.E.I. Retreat! In simple terms, these optional Accelerated
Energetic Integration Retreats can help to accelerate your Ascension Pathway by swapping
selected ebooks for time in a Maitri Centre.
By completing an A.E.I. Retreat, you will be guided towards receiving a very signi cant
amount of energies over a very short period of time. For example, an ebook with a
completion timeframe of 567 days can be completed in only 57 days in retreat. Wonderful!

3). By Accelerating Through a Golden Ticket Retreat:
The third option available for accelerating this ebook is through a Golden Ticket Retreat.
The basic outline of these Retreats is explained below by Higher Consciousness:
“Any 60 day stay in a Maitri Centre affords one a ‘Maitri Golden Ticket’
which can be exchanged for any ebook from Purple Priar onwards.”
Therefore, by completing a Golden Ticket Retreat, you will be receiving the energies of
this whole ebook in only 60 days. Tremendous!
As organising Ascension Healing Boosters and Retreats require much planning in advance, we
lovingly suggest you start preparations as soon as possible. Furthermore, all Retreats must be
completed within a Maitri Centre environment and therefore, if you are wishing to choose a Retreat
option for this ebook, we trust that you have already done the necessary planning work, have
organised your stay in a Maitri Centre and you are now ready to accelerate this ebook!
Find more acceleration information here: Accelerate Your Pathway

Whether you choose to complete this ebook in the traditional full-length way or
through one of the above accelerated options, we hope that your journey forwards
is filled with much love, light and joy and that your ascension helps to bring
freedom and liberation to all beings!
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Activating (Unlocking) The ‘A Crystal Ascension VII’ Energies:
Before opening up to these divine Crystal Ascension energies,
it is very important that you rstly activate or ‘unlock’ the
energies in this ebook. Once this is completed, you will then
be ready to begin!
The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and
should only take you around ve minutes or so to complete.
(For more information about the activation codes or the
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).
1) Preparation:
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some healing or relaxing music, light
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
2) Invocation:
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together,
position and saying the following:

ngertips touching in prayer

“With in nite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the
energies for A Crystal Ascension VII.
With the unique activation code 910̷ 44222 may this be so.
May this activation bene t all beings.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

3) Receiving:
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. A er this
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!
4) Understanding:
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and
Prescribed Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the
maximum bene ts from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. A er this, you are
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these divine Crystal Ascension energies! May you
enjoy these with much love & light and with an intention to bene t all beings.

***********
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An Outline Of The ‘Crystal Ascension’ Series:

The

‘A Crystal Ascension’ Series

Phase

One ASCENSION

Two EXPANSION

Volume

Name

Info

Timeframe

One

A Crystal
Ascension I

Gateway To The New
Crystal Consciousness

32 weeks

Two

A Crystal
Ascension II

A Crystal Beginning

44 weeks

Three

A Crystal
Ascension III

A Crystal Awakening

53 weeks

Four

A Crystal
Ascension IV

Dawn Of A New
Awakening

45 weeks

Five

A Crystal
Ascension V

Emergence

103 weeks

Six

A Crystal
Ascension VI

The Violet Expansion

33 weeks

Seven

A Crystal
Ascension VII

The Love Expansion Part 1

34 weeks

Eight

A Crystal
Ascension VIII

The Love Expansion Part 2

48 weeks

Nine

A Crystal
Ascension IX

The Truth Expansion

52 weeks

Ten

A Crystal
Ascension X

The Diamond
Expansion

65 weeks

Total Completion Time for The ‘A Crystal Ascension Series’ =
Approximately 509 weeks / 118 months / 9¾ years
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An Outline Of The ‘Crystal Ascension’ Series - Phase Two:

The ’A Crystal

Ascension’ Series

PHASE TWO - Expansion
Volume

Name

Timeframe

Six

A Crystal Ascension VI

29 weeks
(Approx. 7 months)

4 weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension VII
Seven

A Crystal Ascension VII

30 weeks
(Approx. 7 months)

4 weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension VIII
Eight

A Crystal Ascension VIII

42 weeks
(Approx. 10 months)

6 weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension IX
Nine

A Crystal Ascension IX

48 weeks
(Approx. 11 months)

4 weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension X
Ten

A Crystal Ascension X

59 weeks
(Approx. 14 months)

6 weeks rest before commencing The Diamond Pathway

Total Completion Time for A Crystal Ascension, Phase Two =
Approximately 232 weeks / 54 months / 4½ years
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Phase Two Layers Of Expansion:

A Diagrammatic Outline Of The Layers Throughout
Phase Two Of The ‘A Crystal Expansion’ Journey

Volume VI
Volume VII
Volume VIII

Volume IX

Volume X

X
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An Introduction To ‘A Crystal Ascension VII’:
With much love and warmth, we welcome you here to A Crystal Ascension VII. Let us start this
beautiful Love Expansion journey with a loving welcome message from the Ascended Beings:

“With love we welcome you. A Crystal Ascension VII brings a further layer of deepened healing as you
propel forwards on your Crystal Pathway journey. We firstly wish to thank you for being so patient
with these energies, for we do understand that there is much healing and purification being undertaken.
Always, we are here with you and are doing our very best to escort you on this journey, however we do
understand that at times it can be challenging. Here we are frankly honest.
For those embarking on this Crystal Pathway we bow deeply and humbly to your courage and courageousness.
And we do sincerely welcome you with open hearts to this seventh ascension. The Love Expansion Part 1
brings forth another layer of light; pink in colour and effervescent. The outer layer of pink will now provide
encapsulation for the violet expansion that you have previously undertaken. The energies here are strong and
are not timid. They will bring up and out many complex behavioural patterns in your thinking and your
perspective of the world. Those things that hold you back, the undiscovered fearful mechanisms that keep you
locked, the faith-deprived actions that see you suffer. Be aware of them as they arise and release, release,
release, for all will be a function of the ego to stay in control. Do not underestimate your ability to conquer
these fears and inhibitions, for you are now at a level of light that facilitates great unearthing of multifunctioning inadequacies. Present yourself openly and forgivingly in all situations and know they are arising for
the benefit of healing. This is not punishment dear ones, please do not see these as such, but rather open your
heart to the great expansion that is occurring. Know you are in great and
loving hands and feel our love, for it is always radiating.
We are deeply proud of your journey thus far and you also should undertake
this perspective, for there are a many great few who see you as the light rekindlers, those who hold the ability and potential to re-light humanity and
eliminate the suffering that has for so long held you down. Do not be afraid of
your potential for there is so much within you, so much to be proud of and so much to
let go of. There is not one point on this journey that we have abandoned you nor judged
you for your actions. Know only that our love is eternal and will be with you furthermore.
Enjoy the uplift that the Pink Expansion brings you, opening your heart further to truth and radiance.”

XI
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With this beautiful introductory message, let us now share a diagrammatic overview of how the
Love Expansion energies will be received into your energy system in the coming months ahead:

Love Expansion Energies Flowing Into The Body

Incoming Love
Expansion Energies

Incoming Love Expansion energies flow down through the
Soul Star Chakra and seven chakras, radiating outwards through
the body, the white full body of light and violet expansion layers,
pushing out impurities and expanding the energy. This
simultaneously raises the vibration of the receiver.

XII
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An Outline Of ‘A Crystal Ascension VII’:
The Love Expansion energies being o ered here in A Crystal Ascension VII can be received in around
8 months and over three main layers, as you can see in the below table:

A Crystal

Ascension VII

Layer

Information

Timeframe

One

Introduction To Pink Light

49 days (Approx. 7
weeks / 2 months)

Two

Compassion Expansion

98 days (Approx. 14
weeks / 3 months)

Three

Pre Dawn Awakening

64 days 9Approx. 9
weeks / 2 months)

4 weeks rest before commencing A Crystal Ascension VIII

Total Completion Time for A Crystal Ascension VII = 211 days
(Approx. 30 weeks / 7 months)
[+ 4 weeks before commencing Volume 8]

www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Love Expansion - Part 1:
Having now seen the outline of how the Pink Light energies are to be received here, it is important
to point out that this seventh ebook is only the rst part of your Love Expansion journey. As these
Pink Light energies are received, you will be guided towards much healing, puri cation and Pink
Light expansion which will be paving the way for your Love Expansion - Part Two journey, available
through A Crystal Ascension VIII.
As part of this seventh ebook then, through Layer One, you will be introduced to the origins and the
rst layer of these beautiful Pink Light energies. This rst layer takes around two months to receive
and you will be working with a number of symbol practices to help call on, digest and assimilate
these new new ‘love’ energies.
Through Layer Two, you will be
working with only one symbol
which will be helping you to open
up three beautiful and highly
enriching portals. Each of these
will be opening important
doorways in which much
compassion can be received and
assimilated - hence the name
Compassion Expansion.
As you move into the nal layer
then, having now experienced an
expansion of both love and
compassion, you will now be
moving into the ‘Pre Dawn
Awakening’ phase which will be
energetically preparing you for,
and guiding you towards, the
wonderfully expansive ‘green’
frequencies of A Crystal Ascension
VIII.
In this way, let us again reiterate
here that this seventh ebook in the
Crystal Ascension series is only the rst part to this beautiful and highly signi cant ‘Love Expansion’.
Once you have received these three Pink Light layers here in this ebook, your pink expansion will
then be complete and with this, you will very naturally and organically move into the Green Light
frequency (The Love Expansion - Part 2).
Also, as you have seen in the diagrammatic overviews so far, the expansion being experienced
through each ebook grows more and more each time so with this in mind, we are truly grateful and
humbled by your continued progress. We hope you enjoy this Pink Light Expansion and may it bring
much love, compassion and understanding into your life!

*****
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A Crystal Ascension VII
Layer One
Welcome to Layer One
- Introduction To Pink Light
An Introduction To Layer One - Introduction To Pink Light:
Welcome to Layer One. Here, in this primary layer you will be introduced to the origins of these
wonderfully expansive Pink Light energies. Here, you will be guided towards doing healing and
puri cation as a precursor to your Love Expansion and it is again
with much love that we welcome you here with open arms and a
loving heart. To start with then, let us now share the introductory
message received from Ascended Beings:

“Welcome to the origin of the Pink Light Expansion.
Here the symbol practice will unveil a profound and beautiful
set of dimensional frequencies allowing the expansion to begin.”

fi
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1. An Outline Of Layer One - Introduction To Pink Light:
As you can see in the below table, this rst layer of the Pink Light is received through a variety of
symbol practices which can be completed in around one month (with an additional one month
resting period). We hope you enjoy receiving these new dimensional frequencies of love and may
they help to expand your love vibration beautifully, gently and with much divine grace!

Layer One
Day(s)

Practice

1 - 18

HOPPON Symbol Practice (18 days)

19 - 24

RAIYON Symbol Practice (6 days)

25 - 27

SHAISHON Symbol Practice (3 days)

28

RAMISHON Symbol Practice (1 day)

29 - 49

4 weeks rest before commencing Layer Two

Total Time For Layer One = 49 days (Approx. 7 weeks / 2 months)

www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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2. The Layer One Practices:
Before commencing Layer One and the symbol practices, please ensure you have rstly activated the
‘A Crystal Ascension VII’ energies as per the information in red below.

NOTE: Before commencing the Layer One practices, please
ensure that you have activated (unlocked) the A Crystal
Ascension VII energies prior to commencing.
The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute process
which unlocks the energies and gives you access to them. Once
you have unlocked the energies, this means that all the ‘A
Crystal Ascension VII’ energies have been activated speci cally
for you.
You are therefore then ready to continue your ‘A Crystal
Ascension VII’ journey by working through this ebook, at your
own pace and receiving the energies as you feel guided.
If you have not yet activated / unlocked the ‘A Crystal
Ascension VII’ energies for yourself, you may do this by
following the instructions on Page IV of this ebook.

Once the activation is completed, you are ready to begin the Layer One practices which are outlined
on the coming pages.

V5: 01.09.22
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HOPPON Symbol Practice (Days 1 - 18)

HOPPON
Please place the symbol HOPPON into the Heart Chakra three
times per day, for 18 days, for 4 minutes each time.

Hoppon
(Pronounced Hop - on)
1

3

HOPPON

5 of 24

2

How To Draw HOPPON
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RAIYON Symbol Practice (Days 19 - 24)

RAIYON
Please place the symbol RAIYON into the Throat Chakra three
times per day, for 6 days, for 8 minutes each time.

Raiyon
(Pronounced Ry - on)
1
2
3
4

RAIYON

6 of 24

How To Draw RAIYON
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HOPPON Symbol Practice (Days 25 - 27)

SHAISHON
Please place the symbol SHAISHON into the Third Eye Chakra
three times per day, for 18 days, for 4 minutes each time.

Shaishon
(Pronounced Shey - shon)
1

SHAISHON

7 of 24

2
How To Draw SHAISHON
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HOPPON Symbol Practice (Day 28)

RAMISHON
Please place the symbol RAMISHON into the Crown Chakra eight
times during the day, for one day only, for 4 minutes each time.

Ramishon
(Pronounced Ram - ih - shon)
1

2

RAMISHON

How To Draw RAMISHON

21 Days Rest (Days 29 - 49)

8 of 24
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Welcome To

A Crystal

Ascension VII

Layer Two
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A Crystal Ascension VI
Layer Two
Welcome to Layer Two
- Compassion Expansion
An Introduction To Layer Two - Compassion Expansion:
Welcome to Layer Two - “The second initial expansion of pink love-light”. Having now received the
origins of ‘Love Expansion’ energies through Layer One, you are ready to open up to these
wondrously healing Compassion Expansion energies.
Here these energies will be received through just one symbol which will be acting as a doorway or
divine portal. Through this portal, you will be receiving a vast range of
compassion based energies ‘sequentially' as you open up to more healing,
puri cation and expansion. The Ascended Beings explain:

“Here in this second phase the energies are sequentially added to bring about
the next level of purification and expansion. During Layer Two the energies
deepen, allowing a new level of compassion to emerge. This deepened
status quo allows the love level to broaden. A benefit for all.”

fi
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1. An Outline Of Layer Two - Compassion Expansion:
As you can see here in the below table, the NITRYON symbol will be worked with for a period of 12
weeks and during this time, you will be receiving three main sets of ‘Compassion Expansion’ energies
through this one symbol. May you enjoy this compassion awakening for the bene t of all!

Layer Two
Day(s)

Practice

1 - 84

NITRYON Symbol Practice (84 days / 12 weeks)

85 - 98

14 days rest

Total Time For Layer Two = 98 days (Approx. 14 weeks / 3 months)

2. The Layer Two Practices:
With much love, please nd the practices for the Compassion Expansion on the next page.

V5: 01.09.22
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NITRYON Symbol Practice (Days 1 - 84)

NITRYON
Please place the symbol NITRYON into the Heart Chakra twice
per day, for 84 days (12 weeks), for 3 minutes each time.

Nitryon
(Pronounced Ny - try - on)

4
3
2
1

5

NITRYON

How To Draw NITRYON

Please note that there is more important information about this divinely unique symbol on the next
few pages which will help you to more deeply understand the inner workings of this symbol.

12 of 24
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In the interests of helping you to understand the above practice more deeply, the Ascended Beings
have lovingly shared some additional information about the NITRYON symbol and how it works to
call on these Compassion Expansion energies. We are delighted to share this message with love:

“The symbol Nitryon is a dimensionally rich, layered series of three portals and healing
frequencies. In the first twenty days, only the first layer of the symbol is engaged (you still
need to draw the whole symbol however). The portal opens within the first five days and
allows an immense in-streaming of compassionate healing frequencies. Here you may find
yourself tearful or sad for no apparent reason.
Layer two builds on the layer one energies, bringing a deeper layer of healing and the same again with layer
three. Layer four brings a ‘rod’ of joining frequencies to balance and stabilise all the energies brought through in
layers one to three. Layer five is a ‘multidimensional cross-bar’ allowing an influx of super-propelled cohesive
frequencies, bringing together everything in layers one to four.
The final four days are a full system stabilisation of great proportion. Here, all layers of energies are engaged
and active, brining forth the final layers of transformation. The heart expansion begins to take place.”

As you may now realise, the 12 weeks (84 days) of symbol practices can be categorised over
six main layers which can be summarised as follows:

13 of 24

Days

Engaged / Active

Stroke / line in symbol

1 - 20

Layer 1 (only) of the symbol is engaged

Circle 1 (Portal one)

21 - 40

Layer 2 (only) of the symbol is engaged

Circle 2 (Portal two)

41 - 60

Layer 3 (only) of the symbol is engaged

Circle 3 (Portal three)

61 - 70

Layer 4 (only) of the symbol is engaged

Vertical line (Rod of joining frequencies)

71 - 80

Layer 5 (only) of the symbol is engaged

Horizontal line
(Multidimensional cross-bar)

81 - 84

Layers 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 are all engaged

All
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In addition to all this, let us now bring ourselves back to the NITRYON symbol as we highlight the
divinely perfect nature of this kind of energy based healing work. With the divine grace of The
Ascended Beings, let us now show you each stroke of the symbol and highlight which layer each
stroke relates to. What a truly divine creation!

Layers of the Nitryon Symbol
4

1
5

2

3

Layer 1: (Days 1 - 20) Portal One
Layer 2: (Days 21 - 40) Portal Two
Layer 3: (Days 41 - 60) Portal Three
Layer 4: (Days 61 - 70) Rod Of
Joining Frequencies
Layer 5: (Days 71 - 80)
Multidimensional Cross-Bar
(Days 81 - 84) All ve layers are
engaged

www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Welcome To

A Crystal

Ascension VII

Layer Three

15 of 24
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A Crystal Ascension VI
Layer Three
Welcome to Layer Three
- Pre Dawn Awakening
An Introduction To Layer Three - Pre Dawn Awakening:
Welcome to this nal layer of Pink Light Expansion and to your Pre Dawn Awakening phase. Here,
you will be opening a beautiful doorway which will be leading you into the second part of your Love
Expansion (through A Crystal Ascension VIII). It is therefore with much love that we welcome you
here and with this, we wish to share this short introductory message from the Ascended Beings:

“The final phase of sequencing in Layer Three brings us to the pre-birth phase of green light.
Here many elements are joined together in order to bring about a many great changes.
Although there is much darkness surfacing at this time, remember to be strong in order to
out-grow the old patterns, habits and unwellness that create suffering and delusion.
The Pre Dawn Awakening shifts a great block in the heart space, allowing both the awakening
and creating the space for the new Part 2 green energies to enter (Volume 8).
After the symbol practices are complete there is a four week resting period where the initialisation
of the green energies begins, before commencing the full immersement in Volume 8.”
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1. An Outline Of Layer Three - Pre Dawn Awakening:
Here in this nal layer of Volume VII, we will again be using symbol practices as a way of calling on,
receiving and assimilating these new energies, as shown below:

Layer Three
Day(s)

Practice

1 - 13

NEEMON symbol practice (13 days)

14 - 16

3 days rest

17 - 34

ELIPIPTRON symbol practice (18 days)

35 - 40

6 days rest

41 - 64

ROPCHON symbol practice (24 days)

4 weeks rest before commencing Volume VIII

Total Time For Layer Three = 64 days (Approx. 9 weeks / 2 months)

2. The Layer Three Practices:
Please nd the Layer Three practices lovingly shown on the next pages.
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NEEMON Symbol Practice (Days 1 - 13)

NEEMON
Please place the symbol NEEMON into the Heart Chakra twice
per day, for 13 days, for 8 - 10 minutes each time.

Neemon
(Pronounced Nee - mon)
1

4

NEEMON

2

3

How To Draw NEEMON

3 Days Rest (Days 14 - 16)
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ELIPIPTRON Symbol Practice (Days 17 - 34)

ELIPIPTRON
Please place the symbol ELIPIPTRON into the Crown Chakra once
per day, for 18 days, for 17 - 21 minutes each time.

Elipiptron
(Pronounced El - eh - pip - tron)
1

2
3
4

ELIPIPTRON

How To Draw ELIPIPTRON

6 Days Rest (Days 35 - 40)
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ROPCHON Symbol Practice (Days 41 - 64)

ROPCHON
Please place the symbol ROPCHON into the Heart Chakra twice
per day, for 13 days, for 8 - 10 minutes each time.

Ropchon
(Pronounced Rop - chon)
1

2

3
4

ROPCHON
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Congratulations,
you have now
completed
A Crystal
Ascension VII!
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3. Final Comments:
With much love, warmth and gratitude, we wish to congratulate you on completing The Love
Expansion - Part 1. This is a truly wonderful accomplishment and will now be leading you into the
second part of your Love Expansion in A Crystal Ascension VIII.
A er completing your ROPCHON practices, we invite you to rest for 4 weeks (as shown in the Layer
Three summary table) before moving into A Crystal Ascension VIII and into your second part of The
Love Expansion.
During this second part of The Love Expansion, you will be guided to move into the wonderfully
expansive ‘Green Light’ frequencies as your Crystal Expansion journey continues to bring more truth,
love and expansion into your reality.
And as you continue to progress through this Expansion Phase, into the higher levels, we hope that
you will start to feel, notice and experience your energy eld awakening, opening and blossoming at
the subtlest of levels.
As part of this, we hope that the concepts of oneness, altruism and loving kindness are starting to
become rmly rooted in your heart, mind and soul and that your practice is helping you to radiate
and shine for all.
Please remember that at the most
fundamental level, you are truly
an in nite being: an in nite and
divine sun which shines
throughout the entire creation,
being at one with all of it. This
in nite and divine centre sits like
a seed within your consciousness
just awaiting to be watered and
assisted by the Great Beings who
are watching your journey unfold.
With great love, we hope that you
will continue moving forwards
into The Love Expansion - Part 2
energies and that you continue to
awaken and expand the Crystal Consciousness - for it is through this pathway that the Diamond
Consciousness can be accessed for the in nite bene t of all.
For now, we hope you enjoy your 4 week resting period here with much love and we look forward to
seeing you again soon in A Crystal Ascension VIII.

Wi

many Crystal Light Blessings,

Love Inspiration &
Maitri Foundation
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Would You Like To Help?
You have received these energies and teachings freely and with love due
to the humble and altruistic grace of our donors, sponsors, teachers &
translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and would like to help
make them continually and freely available for others to heal, grow and
awaken from, we lovingly invite you to help in the following ways:
Make a donation
Sponsor an ebook
Help us Fundraise
Donate A Healing Session
Donate A Reiki Event
Share with others
Translate for others
Become a teacher
Write a testimonial
Help us improve
Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue o ering ebooks
and courses freely for the in nite bene t of all.
Blessings & Thankyou,

Love Inspiration & Maitri Foundation
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May The New Crystal Consciousness
Be Awakened Within Each Of Us For The Benefit Of All
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